
Dsa 414 Restorations

January Monthly report 2013
Jim Blyde.

This report is to be in conjunction with Bill's report
Saturday 05th.  (No photos)

Helped both Carl and Bill with the sand box for the Dsc. Had to cut off the remaining studs that 
were broken off, drilled out and re-tapped with metric thread as already had threaded bar on hand. These 
are nut locked on the inner to give the thread a bit more “meat” to hang on to.

Once the above was completed Carl (Son) and I (Father)commenced on the removal of the 
sandbox from 414. Bill (Nephew) came during the action to help now and then. After much huffin' and 
puffin', after cutting the securing bolts we managed to drop the box off. There are two bolts on the engine 
room chassis and two bolt through the chassis behind the sand box. We had to lift the engine room chassis 
to try and pull the sandbox out at the top which in turn the box them fell to the ground. This now outside 
the Nº4 workshop a-waiting work required.

I have made communications with Merv Potter to ask Merv if he is available to be at the yard for 
Saturday 12th re the air filters. He may be there at around 10:ººam for smoko.

Saturday 12th

With Carl and myself we managed to get the front right sandbox removed. This was a bit quicker 
as we now knew what had to be done. After much discussion with Bill, Denyse, Carl and myself worked 
out what we could do with the sandboxes to reduce their size and to fill them from the side instead from 
the top.

Images from Denyse Bettridge.
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Carl and I then worked on the replacement of the cooling pipework. I cut a casket where the 
lower pipe went to the water pump. Carl worked on replacing the lower pipe and rubbers. The rubber 
hoses at this stage have not been replaced.

Carl removed the valve gear from under the fuel tank. He came out on Sunday 13th, to make a 
start pulling the valve assembly apart and cleaned the “gunk” out, before he left soaked the assembly in 
old diesel to help with the softening on the “gunk”. During our ramblings it was decided to have the fuel 
hose hanging from a elbow or bend off the turn off valve below the tank. As it was before the fuel line 
was coming out at right angle from the valve. This hose was broken at this point!.

As a side issue it his most awkward to take photos whilst one has their  hands covered  with 
grease and grit etc. The photos may be slow in coming.

Saturday 19th.

Brian on duty today removed the injector pipes and cleaned them and replaced, two more to do.

Brian and Nick removed the turbo air filter and the tube from the roof of the motor room.. This 
will have to be replaced.

Carl completed the assembly of the fuel tank valve assembly. Bill and Carl flushed the fuel tank 
with water to wash any sediment that may have been there.

The Filters for the oil, fuel pump and torque converter removed. These are left on the bench in 
Nº4 shed.
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Saturday 26th.

Adam has checked the three air check valves, Two from the compressors and the one leading to 
the front reservoir on the left side. The all looked Ok but the front one did have some water within. This 
may blow through when the compressors start up.

On the left compressors the belts are installed. There is one belt on the right, need one more to 
complete.

The belts for the fan are too small, will need to replace with bigger units.
Have emailed Carl of this matter.
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